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This "biolexicon" (a word created by the author) seems a volume with two
purposes. On the one hand, the book is structured as a loosely organized amble
through biological and medical etymology. On the other, the author seems to intend
that the book be read by the neophyte as an introduction to biomedical terminology
and how to decode it. In fact, the book straddles these two purposes and does not
satisfactorily achieve either. It is too ponderous and poorly structured to be perused
from start to finish, while the intermittent didactic interferes with easybrowsing.
Ifnot acomplete success, thevolume is nevertheless anentertaining and attractive
attempt. The browsing reader with a love for the English language will enjoy
numerous and diverse etymological treasures, such as derivations of words like
"ammonia" (from the odor of the camel droppings around the temple of the
Egyptian god Ammon) or "penicillin" (which will be left to the reader to discover).
Numerous well-reproduced modern and ancient illustrations illustrate the text and
offer a charm oftheir own. The author offers, in addition, a readable introduction to
the general derivation ofthe English language and illustrates the basic principles by
which Englishwords are formed or derived.
While too lengthy and sophisticated for the casual non-scientific reader and too
detailed for continuous reading, the "biolexicon" will amply repay the bioscientist
curious about the words he or she uses. It will thus find its most useful place on the
lowest shelfnear the desk, tobe dipped into in spare moments.
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